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Abstract. Phylogenetic network is a model for reticulate evolution. Hybridization network is one type of phylogenetic network for a set of discordant gene trees, and “displays” each gene tree. A central computational
problem on hybridization networks is: given a set of gene trees, reconstruct the minimum (i.e. most parsimonious) hybridization network that
displays each given gene tree. This problem is known to be NP-hard, and
existing approaches for this problem are either heuristics or make simplifying assumptions (e.g. work with only two input trees or assume some
topological properties). In this paper, we develop an exact algorithm
(called PIRN C ) for inferring the minimum hybridization networks from
multiple gene trees. The PIRN C algorithm does not rely on structural
assumptions. To the best of our knowledge, P IRNC is the first exact algorithm for this formulation. When the number of reticulation events is
relatively small (say four or fewer), P IRNC runs reasonably efficient even
for moderately large datasets. For building more complex networks, we
also develop a heuristic version of P IRNC called P IRNCH . Simulation
shows that P IRNCH usually produces networks with fewer reticulation
events than those by an existing method.
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Introduction

It is well known that reticulate evolution plays a significant role in shaping the
evolutionary history of many species. There are several reticulate evolutionary
processes, such as horizontal gene transfer and hybrid specification. To better
model the effects of these reticulate evolutionary processes, a network-based
model called phylogenetic network (rather than the traditional phylogenetic tree)
is needed. Briefly, phylogenetic network is a directed acyclic graph, which has
nodes (called reticulation nodes) with more than one incoming edges. See Figure
1 for an illustration of phylogenetic networks. The study of phylogenetic networks
has received significant attention in recent years. Refer to the recent books [10,
11] and also surveys (e.g. [12]) for background on phylogenetic networks.
Different models and formulations of phylogenetic networks with various
modeling assumptions and different types of input have been proposed and studied. In this paper, we focus on one specific formulation of phylogenetic network,
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called “hybridization network” [14, 10], which takes a set of gene trees as input.
Here, a gene tree models the evolutionary history of some gene. Due to reticulate
evolution, the gene trees may have different topologies. The goal is to construct
a phylogenetic network that “displays” each of the gene trees. We provide more
precise definitions in Section 2. Most current approaches for hybridization network inference are based on the parsimony principle [10, 11]. That is, the goal
is to find the hybridization networks with the smallest amount of reticulation
events. In this paper, we also follow the parsimony principle.
It is often believed that hybridization networks may be useful in studying
reticulate evolution. However, hybridization networks have not been widely used
by biologists [11]. One obstacle is the computational challenge. Many existing
computational formulations for inferring hybridization networks are known to
be NP complete. Due to the computational difficulty, most existing approaches
are heuristic. Moreover, existing approaches often impose simplifications on the
hybridization network formulation. Simplification can be on the modeling of
hybridization networks or the types of inputs allowed. For example, phylogenetic
networks with structural assumptions such as galled networks [8] or the socalled level-k networks as in e.g. [15] have been previously studied. Another
simplification often made in the study of hybridization networks is that only two
input gene trees are allowed (e.g. [14, 20, 1]). Clearly, methods allowing multiple
gene trees are likely to be more useful with the more available gene sequence
data. Currently, there are only a few heuristic methods [18, 13, 5] on hybridization
network construction or reticulation level estimation that allow multiple gene
trees and do not rely on structural assumptions.
In this paper, we develop an algorithm (called PIRN C ) for inferring the
parsimonious hybridization networks from multiple gene trees. To the best of
our knowledge, P IRNC is the first exact algorithm for this formulation. P IRNC
has the following features.
– P IRNC takes a set of rooted binary gene trees as input and constructs a
hybridization network that displays each of the gene trees.
– P IRNC is an exact algorithm (i.e. it infers the most parsimonious networks).
– P IRNC allows any number of gene trees in principle, although longer running time and larger amount of memory may be needed for larger input.
P IRNC also does not impose any structural constraints (for example, “gall”like structures as in e.g. [9, 6]) on phylogenetic networks.
– The running time of P IRNC is largely decided by the number of reticulation
events in the inferred hybridization networks. When the number of reticulation events is relatively small (say five or fewer), P IRNC runs reasonably
fast even for moderately large problem instance (say five gene trees with
30 taxa). On the other hand, for some larger dataset with say six or more
reticulation events for five gene trees with 30 taxa, P IRNC becomes slow.
P IRNC may be best applied for inferring hybridization networks with relatively simple structure (i.e. the number of reticulation events is relatively small).
We note that real hybridization networks may indeed have relatively small num-
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ber of reticulation events as suggested in [11]. Nevertheless, constructing parsimonious hybridization networks with larger number of reticulations is still an
interesting problem from the computational perspective. In this paper, we also
develop a heuristic version of P IRNC called P IRNCH . P IRNCH does not always find the most parsimonious networks, but simulation shows that P IRNCH
usually produces networks with fewer reticulations than an existing method.

2

Definitions and Background

Throughout this paper, we assume a phylogenetic tree is rooted, binary and
leaf-labeled by a set of species (called taxa). In-degrees of all vertices (also called
nodes) in a tree (except the root) are one. For convenience, for a tree node v, we
often call the subtree rooted at v as the subtree v. Our definition of hybridization
networks is similar to that in [14] with only some small changes. A hybridization
network (sometimes simply network) is a directed acyclic graph with vertex
set V and edge set E, where some nodes in V are labeled by taxa. V can be
partitioned into VT (called tree nodes) and VR (called reticulation nodes). E can
be partitioned into ET (called tree edges) and ER (called reticulation edges).
Moreover,
1. Except the root, each node must have at least one incoming edge.
2. Reticulation nodes have in-degree two. Tree nodes have in-degree one.
3. ER contains edges that go into some reticulation nodes. ET contains edges
that go into some tree nodes.
4. A node is labeled by some taxa iff its out-degree is zero (i.e. is a leaf).
In addition, we have one more restriction:
R1 For a network N , when only one of the incoming edges of each reticulation
node is kept and the other is deleted, we always derive a tree T 0 .
In this paper, we assume the in-degree of reticulation nodes is two by noting
that we can always convert a reticulation node with in-degree of three or more
to several reticulation nodes with in-degree of two [18]. We call a branch of a
hybridization network or a tree a “lineage”. Intuitively, a lineage corresponds
to some extant or ancestral species modeled in the phylogenetic network. There
are two types of lineages: leaf lineages (those originated from the leaves of the
network) and internal lineages (which correspond to ancestral species of the
network). An internal lineage li in a network is created by either a reticulation
or a coalescence.
We first consider the derived tree T 0 (that is embedded in N ) as stated
in R1 . When we recursively remove non-labeled leaves and contract edges to
remove degree-two nodes of T 0 (called cleanup), we obtain a phylogenetic tree T
(for the same set of species as in N ). Now suppose we are given a phylogenetic
tree T . We call T is displayed in N when we can obtain an induced tree T 0
from N by properly choosing a single edge to keep at each reticulation node so
that T 0 is topologically equivalent to T after cleanup. We denote the induced T 0
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(if exists) as TN . We call the choices of which reticulation edges to keep (and
prune) the “display choices”. In Figure 1, each of the three trees is displayed in
the network. For example, one possible display choice for T1 (the left most gene
tree) is keeping lineages b and d (and pruning lineages a and e).

Fig. 1. An illustration of a hybridization network with two reticulation events for three
gene trees T1 , T2 and T3 . Reticulation: square. Speciation (coalescence): oval. Dotted
lines: time. Configurations are shown to the right, one for each time line. Leaf labels:
numbers. Internal nodes (subtrees) of gene trees are labeled by Greek letters.

For a hybridization network N , we define the hybridization number (denoted
as HN ) as the number of the reticulation nodes. Note that this is equivalent to
using the summation of in-degree minus one of all reticulation nodes as in [14]
since the in-degree of a reticulation node is assumed to be two. Sometimes HN
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is also called the number of reticulation events in N . Recall that the optimal
hybridization network is the one with the smallest hybridization number. Now
we formulate the central problem in this paper.
The most parsimonious hybridization network problem. Given K rooted
and binary gene trees T1 , T2 , . . . TK (with the same n taxa), construct the most
parsimonious hybridization network Nmin such that (i) each gene tree Ti is
displayed in Nmin and (ii) HNmin is minimized among all possible such networks.
We call HNmin the hybridization number of T1 , . . . , TK .
Constructing parsimonious hybridization networks for a set of K gene trees
is a computationally challenging problem. Even the two-gene-tree (i.e. K = 2)
case is known to be NP-complete [4]. This two-gene-tree case is closely related
to computing the subtree prune and regraft (SPR) distance of two trees, a wellstudied NP complete problem [7, 3] in phylogenetics. Nonetheless, there are several practical algorithms for the SPR distance problem (e.g. [17, 16]). For the
two-gene-tree case of the hybridization network problem, there are also several
exact methods [2, 20, 1]. Although the worst case running time of these practical
methods are exponential, these methods may work reasonably well in practice.
It becomes more computationally challenging when there are three or more gene
trees. There are currently only a few heuristic methods for either estimating the
hybridization number H(T1 , . . . , TK ) or reconstructing near optimal networks for
trees T1 , . . . , TK when K ≥ 3 [18, 13, 5]. There are no existing methods for the
exact computation of the hybridization number or reconstructing parsimonious
networks with three or more trees.

3
3.1

Constructing Parsimonious Hybridization Networks
The backward in time view

The backward in time view is the foundation of our method. With a forward in
time view, a tree node in a hybridization network refers to a speciation event
where one lineage splits into two lineages; at a reticulation node a new lineage is
created after two incoming lineages are merged. In this paper, we take a backward
in time view instead. In this view of time, a tree node is called a coalescence: two
lineages coalesce into a single lineage at a tree node when looking backward in
time. Similarly, in this view, two new lineages are created by the reticulation of
a lineage at a reticulation node. As an example, we consider the network shown
in Figure 1. Lineages 1 and b coalesce at time t2 to form the lineage c, and
a reticulation occurs for the lineage 4 at t3 and creates lineages d and e. It is
important to note that a lineage created by a reticulation may “vanish” (i.e. be
pruned) when we make the display choices for a tree. For example, to display T2
(the middle tree in Figure 1), the lineage b vanishes. Displaying a tree T within
a network can also be explained with this view of time. Imagine that we “cut”
the network with the time line at time t and we only consider the portion of
the network more recent than time t. We say a subtree Ts of T is displayed by
time t if Ts can be obtained at the lineage li where li is cut by the time line t.
That is, we can obtain Ts by following lineages backward in time to li at t. In
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this case, we also say Ts is displayed in li or li displays Ts . When we start at the
present time, only leaves (i.e. subtrees with singleton taxa) of T are displayed.
As the time line moves backward, larger and larger subtrees are displayed. For
example, in Figure 1, at time t0 , only singleton subtrees of T1 are displayed by
t0 . When we move the time back, the subtree α is also displayed by t2 (and is
displayed in the lineage c). In the end, we reach the root of the network where
the entire T is displayed. This simple observation is important for the P IRNC
algorithm described here.
3.2

The high level idea

Here is the high level idea of the P IRNC algorithm. We take a coalescent-style
approach by going backward in time. At a particular time of phylogenetic history,
there is a set of lineages that are present at that time. Let us call the snapshot
of the phylogenetic history at a particular time the “ancestral configuration”
(or simply configuration), which specifies the set of ancestral lineages alive at
that time. At present time, there is a single fixed configuration, which contains
all the n extant lineages in the given gene trees. When moving backward in
time, configuration changes when some genealogical events (namely coalescence
and reticulation) occur. Here, we assume there are no two genealogical events
occurring at exactly the same time. For example, consider the example network
in Figure 1. The initial configuration (denoted as C0 ) contains lineages 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5. The first event backward in time from the present time is the reticulation
r1 of lineage 2 at time t1 , which creates two new lineages a and b. So right before
(i.e. more ancient than) t1 , the configuration contains 1, 3, 4, 5, a and b. When we
continue tracing backward, the coalescence between lineage 1 and b happens at
time t2 , which creates a new lineage c. Then the new configuration right before t2
contains five lineages: 3, 4, 5, a and c. Eventually we reach the final configuration
(denoted as Cf , which contains a single lineage j).
However, when only gene trees are given, we do not know what coalescent
and reticulation events will occur nor the series of configurations at the time
of genealogical events when tracing backward in time. In fact, if we knew, we
would have already found the true hybridization network: configurations at all
the genealogical events specify precisely the phylogenetic history. The key for
our approach is finding configurations at genealogical events that correspond
to the most parsimonious network. Suppose we start with one configuration C
and consider what configurations can be reached from C by a single genealogical
event backward in time. Here, each pair of lineages in C can coalesce and each
lineage of C can have a reticulation. New configurations are generated with these
genealogical events. If we trace backwards long enough, we will reach the final
configuration Cf , where the hybridization network corresponding to Cf displays
each given gene tree. If we also ensure Cf is the one that uses the fewest number
of reticulations, we then know the minimum number of reticulations needed for
the given input gene trees. Once such a Cf is found, we can then identify the
series of genealogical events leading to Cf and this allows us to build the most
parsimonious network.
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The approach sketched above is a simple strategy. However, a moment of
thoughts indicates that its naı̈ve implementation will be too slow: the space
of possible configurations is immense. Consider a configuration with n lineages
from which we
 are to search for new configurations. If no restriction is imposed,
there are n2 possible coalescences and n reticulations among the n lineages.
Suppose n is 30. Then there are up to 465 new configurations reachable from one
configuration with one reticulation or one coalescence. The number of possible
configurations to explore quickly becomes prohibitively large shortly after the
start of the configuration search. In this paper, we show that the basic approach
can be made much faster with additional techniques, which allows us to “cut
corners” while still ensuring the finding of optimal hybridization networks. The
key to our approach is that the search is guided by the given gene trees. That is,
our algorithm is based on guided configuration search and configurations that do
not lead to parsimonious networks for the given gene trees may be pruned early.
We have also developed additional speedup techniques that further improve the
efficiency. Together they turn the basic strategy into a practical approach.
3.3

The guided search for the parsimonious configurations

Ancestral configuration is the basic data structure used in our algorithm. An
ancestral configuration C contains a set of lineages l1 . . . lm . Recall that each
subtree Ts of T is also displayed in some lineage li of the network. Initially, C0 only
displays the singleton subtrees. As we explore the configuration space backward
in time, we may find configurations where increasingly larger input subtrees are
displayed within their lineages. The search stops when each whole gene tree is
displayed in the single lineage of the final configuration Cf . Therefore, the set
of subtrees displayed in a configuration measures the progress made from C0 to
the current configuration: the more large subtrees displayed in a configuration,
the closer we are in finishing the construction of hybridization networks. For
example, in Figure 1, the lineage 2 only displays singleton subtrees with taxon
2. And so do the lineages a and b. The lineage c is created by the coalescence of
lineages 1 and b. Thus, the lineage c displays the subtree α. Note that b is created
by a reticulation and thus b can vanish (i.e. b may be pruned in displaying a
subtree). Thus, c also displays the singleton subtree with taxon 1 (in case b
vanishes)
The above discussion suggests the set of displayed subtrees of a lineage is key
to configuration search. We let a lineage li maintain the set of input subtrees,
denoted as T (li ), that are displayed in li . For convenience, we sometimes use
T (li ) to represent the lineage li (as in Figure 2). For a leaf lineage li that is
labeled with taxon x, T (li ) contains the singleton subtrees labeled by x (which
appears in each gene tree). When the lineage li is an internal lineage, T (li ) is
determined when li is created by genealogical events as follows.
1. If li is created by a reticulation of the lineage li0 , then T (li ) = T (li0 ).
2. If li is created by a coalescence of the lineages li1 and li2 , then T (li ) contains
new subtrees formed by coalescing one subtree displayed in li1 and another
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subtree displayed in li2 . More specifically, T (li ) contains p(s1 , s2 ) (if exists),
where s1 ∈ T (li1 ), s2 ∈ T (li2 ). Here, p(s1 , s2 ) refers to the subtree in some
input gene tree that has subtrees s1 and s2 as children; if s1 and s2 do not
form a subtree in a gene tree, then p(s1 , s2 ) does not exist. For example, in
Figure 1, p(α, 3) = β, p(ϕ, ι) = κ but p(α, 4) does not exist.
As alluded before, when determining T (li ) formed by coalescing li1 and li2 ,
we also need to consider whether li1 or li2 is vanishable. We say a lineage li is
vanishable if either li is created by a reticulation or li is created by a coalescence
between two lineages, where both of them are vanishable. Intuitively, a vanishable lineage means that the lineage may vanish and thus does not involve in
forming new displayed subtrees with the other lineage if certain display choices
are made. For example, in Figure 1, the lineages a, b, d and e (and also h since
both of its children a and d are vanishable) are vanishable while the lineages
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, c, f, g, i and j are not. Suppose one coalescing lineage (say li1 ) is vanishable. Then T (li ) also contains each s ∈ T (li2 ). For example, in Figure 1, the
lineage f is created by the coalescence of c and e, where T (c) = {1, α} and
T (e) = {4}. Then, subtrees 1 and 4 form the subtree  of T2 , and thus  ∈ T (f ).
Moreover, since e is vanishable, 1, α ∈ T (f ). Also, c is not vanishable. Thus,
T (f ) = {1, α, }.

Fig. 2. The list of configurations of stages 0 and 1 for the example in Figure 1. A
configuration (ellipse) contains a set of lineages, where each lineage is represented by
its set of displayed subtrees (in numerical taxa form and Greek letters as in Figure 1).

There are some subtle issues about maintaining the displayed subtrees in
configurations, which will be discussed in the full version of this paper.
The configuration search algorithm. The basic algorithm for constructing
parsimonious hybridization networks explores configurations in a breadth-first
search style. The algorithm runs in stages, where at each stage the algorithm
constructs a set of configurations in the following way. First, new configurations
are added to this stage with one reticulation performed upon configurations
found during the previous stage. Then, we perform as many coalescences on
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these newly formed configurations and obtain additional configurations for this
stage. That is, configurations on one stage are obtained from the same number
of reticulations from the initial configuration C0 . More specifically, in this algorithm, R refers to the breath-first search level, and is equal to the number of
reticulations performed so far from C0 . LC (R) is the list of configurations found
at level R. Rmax is the user-defined maximum of reticulations allowed.
1. R ← 0. LC (0) ← {C0 }.
2. While R < Rmax
3.
For each C ∈ LC (R)
4.
Perform one reticulation on each lineage of C and obtain new configurations C 0 .
5.
For each C 0 , recursively try all ways of coalescences of two lineages in C 0
to create new configurations C 00 ; then discard C 00 if it is infeasible (see later
this section); otherwise, LC (R + 1) ← LC (R + 1) ∪ {C 00 }.
6.
If a final configuration is found, construct the optimal network by traceback and stop.
7.
R ←R+1
8. Report there is no solution with less than Rmax reticulations.
See Figure 2 for an example of executing the configuration search algorithm
on the trees shown in Figure 1 for the first two levels. At level 0, we start with a
single configuration C0 . With proper preprocessing, we do not need to perform
coalescences on C0 . This will be explained in the full version of this paper, At
level 1, a single reticulation is performed on C0 to obtain new configurations
C 0 ; then all possible coalescences are performed on each C 0 . We find thirteen
configurations in total at level 1.
Optimality. The P IRNC algorithm examines configurations with non-decreasing
reticulation distance from C0 . Since no configurations that lead to the final configuration are discarded, the found network is the most parsimonious hybridization
network.
Infeasible configurations. In principle, every pair of lineages in a configuration can coalesce to create a new configuration. However, some coalescence will
lead to a configuration C that is infeasible: the final configuration Cf can not
be obtained from C. Early removal of infeasible configurations can significantly
speed up the search for optimal networks. Here is a simple test for finding infeasible configurations. Given a set of displayed subtrees S within a gene tree T , we
say T is displayable from S if each leaf of T is “covered” by some subtree in S.
Otherwise, we say T is not displayable from S. A leaf is covered by a subtree if
the subtree contains the leaf. Intuitively, if subtrees in S can not cover each leaf
of T , then T can not be displayed by S. Checking whether a tree T is displayable
from S can be easily done by a traversal of T . A configuration C is infeasible if
some input gene tree is not displayable from the set of displayed subtrees of all
the lineages in C. For example, we consider the coalescence of lineages (1) and
(2) in the configuration {(1),(2),(3),(3),(4),(5)}, which creates a new configuration C = {(α),(3),(3),(4),(5)}. For C, the leaf lineages 1 and 2 in T1 are covered
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by the subtree α; but the leaf lineages 1 and 2 in T2 and T3 are not covered by
displayed subtrees. Thus, C is infeasible and should not be considered.
We have developed stronger infeasibility check techniques, which are more
effective in pruning the search space of configurations. Due to the space limit,
we will describe these techniques in the full version of this paper.
3.4

P IRNCH : a heuristic

P IRNC becomes slow when the number of reticulation events increases. To
construct more complex networks, we develop a heuristic called P IRNCH , which
is based on the same principle of P IRNC but has more aggressive approaches
to prune the search space of configurations. P IRNCH uses a scoring scheme to
rank configurations. Intuitively, the score of a configuration C is based upon the
progress made by C toward the final configuration. Then we keep the top Nc
(chosen by the user) ranked configurations and prune the rest at each stage.
There is a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency in choosing the value of Nc .
Due to the space limit, details will be provided in the full version of this paper.

4

Results

We have implemented both P IRNC and P IRNCH for building the parsimonious
network as part of the software package P IRN . It is available for download from:
http://www.engr.uconn.edu/˜ywu/. We test our new algorithms with simulated
data on a 3192 MHz Intel Xeon workstation. We use the same simulation data
generated by a two-stage approach as in [18]. Since P IRNC is designed to build
networks with relatively small number of reticulation, we use the datasets generated in [18] with lower reticulation level. We test for several settings of n (the
number of taxa) and K (the number of gene trees).
To test P IRNC , we compare with the bounds computed by the program
PIRN [18]. PIRN provides a lower bound (called the RH bound) and an upper
bound (called the SIT bound). Note that when the RH bound matches the SIT
bound, PIRN finds the optimal network. When the two bounds do not match,
we only know the range of hybridization number but not the true hybridization
number, and this is a major weakness of the PIRN approach [18]. It is known in
[18] that the lower and upper bounds match often for lower reticulation level and
smaller number of gene trees, but diverge more for higher reticulation level and
larger number of gene trees. The reason for comparing with PIRN is that PIRN
appears to infer networks that in practice are close to the optimum [18, 13]. In our
simulation, we restrict our attention to datasets whose hybridization number is
at most 4 since P IRNC is designed for data with smaller hybridization number.
For datasets with higher hybridization number, P IRNC simply reports that their
hybridization number is larger than 4 and no network is constructed. Table 1
shows the results of our simulation. The “#Data ≤ 4” refers to the percentage
of datasets that have hybridization number of 4 or less, and we only give results
for these datasets (i.e. P IRNC does not give results for some datasets). Table
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Table 1. Average performance of P IRNC over 100 datasets for each setting on simulated data. Results are only for those datasets with hybridization number of 4 or
less (i.e. datasets with hybridization number of 5 or more are excluded). #Data ≤
4: percentage of datasets with the hybridization number of 4 or less (where P IRNC
constructs the optimal networks). P IRNC = RH (resp. P IRNC > RH): among the
datasets where P IRNC gives optimal results, percentage of datasets P IRNC gives the
same (resp. larger) hybridization number as given by the RH lower bound. P IRNC
< SIT (the other two are straightforward): percentage of datasets P IRNC gives the
smaller hybridization number as given by the SIT upper bound. #Data not optimal
by SIT: percentage of data where the RH bound and SIT bounds do not match (and
thus the optimality is not determined by the two bounds) while P IRNC gives optimal
solution. Time: average run time of P IRNC in seconds.
n=10
n=20
n=30
K=3 K=4 K=5 K=3 K=4 K=5 K=3 K=4 K=5
#Data ≤ 4
98 98 93
88
77
65
84
76
65
P IRNC = RH
96 93 90
88
74
63
84
75
61
2
5
3
0
3
2
0
1
4
P IRNC > RH
P IRNC < SIT
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
98 97 93
88
76
65
84
75
65
P IRNC = SIT
P IRNC > SIT
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
#Data not optimal by SIT
2
6
3
0
4
2
0
1
4
Time
13.4 49.9 92.6 276.8 705.8 1686.6 606.7 2227.1 2811.5

1 shows that P IRNC can find optimal networks where PIRN does not: for
example, for n = 10 and K = 4 case, P IRNC finds the true optimum for 6
out of 98 datasets, where the bounds of PIRN do not match (and thus PIRN
does not know whether its solutions are optimal or not) for these datasets. For
some other settings, P IRNC gives the same results as PIRN does. Still, it may
be useful to have a method that always finds optimal solutions. The ability
for finding optimal networks is the key advantage of P IRNC when compared
with existing methods like PIRN (and MURPAR [13]). The running time of
P IRNC is more influenced by the hybridization number than by n or K. The
case of hybridization number being 4 (or even 5) or smaller is usually practically
solvable by P IRNC .
For handling more complex networks, we also test our heuristic P IRNCH on
datasets with higher hybridization number. Note that the choices of P IRNCH
parameters (e.g. Nc , the maximum number of configurations kept at each search
level) have a large impact on the accuracy and efficiency. For this simulation, we
set Nc to be 100,000. Results are shown in Table 2. The coarse mode of the SIT
bound is used for larger data (when n = 40 and 50) as in [18]. As shown in Table
2, P IRNCH performs well against PIRN : there is only one out of 900 datasets
where P IRNCH constructs a network using more reticulation than PIRN ; and
P IRNCH finds optimal networks (when its reticulation number matches the RH
bound) for 82% for data with 50 taxa and 5 gene trees, while the SIT bound can
only do the same for 58%. Also the gap between the results by P IRNCH and
the SIT bound increases for larger and more complex data.
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Table 2. Performance of P IRNCH on 100 simulated datasets per settings. =RH (resp.
SIT=RH): the number of datasets P IRNCH (resp. SIT bound) gives the same results
as the RH lower bound (and thus optimal networks are found). *: coarse mode of
the SIT bound is used for n = 40 and 50. Gap(RH): average gap between P IRNCH
results and the RH bound. <SIT (the other two are straightforward): the number of
datasets P IRNCH gives the smaller hybridization number as given by the SIT upper
bound. Gap(SIT): average gap between P IRNCH results and the SIT bound. Gap of
two values a and b is defined as a − b. Time: the time of P IRNCH in in seconds.
n=30
n=40∗
n=50∗
K=3 K=4 K=5 K=3 K=4
K=5 K=3 K=4
K=5
=RH
98
93
77
97
90
83
98
89
82
97
92
78
92
73
55
96
75
58
SIT=RH
Gap(RH) 0.02
0.08
0.25
0.03
0.11
0.18 0.02
0.10
0.18
<SIT
1
3
3
5
22
37
2
16
34
99
97
96
95
78
63
98
84
66
=SIT
>SIT
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.25
0.54 0.02
0.17
0.39
Gap(SIT) 0.01
850.6 3,321.3 6,453.6 2,942.7 5,299.8 16,384.3 2073.7 8,204.7 13,846.64
Time

5

Discussion

Simulation shows that P IRNC and P IRNCH perform reasonably well comparing with PIRN (previously the best approach for building hybridization networks of multiple trees), although constructing optimal hybridization networks
is still challenging computationally. Our approach is based on the concept of
ancestral configuration. A similar data structure has been used in studying the
discordance of gene trees caused with the so-called incomplete lineage sorting
(another important evolutionary process for the so-called gene tree and species
tree problem) [19]. Ancestral configurations may be useful in developing new
algorithms for studying multiple evolutionary processes together (e.g. reticulate
evolution and incomplete lineage sorting) on a proper model.
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